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Ferroelectricity in NH · · · N Hydrogen Bonded Crystals
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NH · · · N hydrogen bonded crystals offC6H7N2g1?ClO 2
4 andfC6H7N2g1?BF 2

4 undergo ferroelectric
phase transitions at 377.0(5) and 378.1(5) K, respectively. Owing to particularly simple struct
built of linear NH· · · N bonded aggregates, the spontaneous polarization of the crystals can
straightforwardly calculated from ionic displacements. The NH· · · N bonded structures have been
compared with transformations of analogous bistable OH· · · O hydrogen bonds in H2O ices and
KH2PO4-type ferroelectrics. [S0031-9007(98)08248-9]

PACS numbers: 61.50.Ks, 65.70.+y, 92.40.Sn
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Properties of many substances depend on specific f
tures of hydrogen bonds. This applies equally to water [
built of small H2O molecules and to living tissues built
of huge biopolymers [2]. The hydrogen bonds are d
rectional, but much weaker than covalent bonds bindin
atoms into molecules. Therefore the hydrogen-bonded a
gregates easily undergo transformations, induced by bre
ing and formation of alternative hydrogen bonds, proto
transfers, or proton disordering. Such transformation
change properties of crystals and enable the biopolyme
to perform their living functions. The transformations o
hydrogen bonds can be conveniently studied in crysta
undergoing structural phase transitions, but of the crysta
with biologically most common NH· · · O, OH· · · O, and
NH · · · N hydrogen bonds, only those OH· · · O bonded are
known to undergo phase transitions connected with pr
ton disordering, for example, H2O ices or KH2PO4 (KDP)
ferroelectrics [3]. We demonstrate here that similar tran
formations also occur in the NH· · · N hydrogen-bonded
monosalts of diazabicyclo[2.2.2]octane (dabco), C6H6N2,
which are ferroelectrics of potential technological impor
tance. The N· · · HN hydrogen bonds are considerably
weaker and longer than their O· · · HO counterparts, and
they may shed new light on the mechanism of the pha
transition in the H2O ices and KDP-type ferroelectrics [4–
8]. Transformations of OH· · · O hydrogen bonds in ices
and alcohols are mainly attributed to rotations of the wa
ter molecules and OH groups, although H transfers are n
ruled out [9–11]. Theoretically predicted ferroelectricity
of alcohols or ices [12] still lacks convincing experimenta
evidence. From the topological point of view, the disad
vantage of studying OH· · · O hydrogen bonds is that oxy-
gen atoms form zigzaglike motives in hydrogen-bonde
networks. The hydrogen bonds in such aggregates are u
ally inclined to the chemical bond of the oxygen atom, o
to other hydrogen bonds by about109± or 120±. Similar
zigzag chains are formed in the hydrochloric acid crystal
where the ferroelectric phase transition induced by the o
set of H ordering in the Cl· · · HCl bonds is due to freezing
of the molecular rotations [13]. This does not apply t
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the NH· · · N hydrogen bonds, which may lie exactly alon
the direction of the aggregates which they form. Near
ideal linear NH· · · N hydrogen-bonded chains have bee
found in the crystals of dabco perchlorate [14]. Disorde
ing of the proton, and even its centering between the nit
gen atoms, has already been observed in so called pro
sponges [15], where intramolecular N· · · HN1 hydrogen
bonds are squeezed due to strains in molecular ske
tons. Recently the mechanism of concerted H transfers
NH · · · N bonded molecular dimers was investigated [16
It was also established that the H site in the N· · · HN or
N · · · HN1 hydrogen bonds is coupled to the molecular a
rangements and to proton-anion distances [17]. This i
plies that the NH· · · N hydrogen-bonded crystals should
also undergo phase transitions coupled with H disord
ing. Indeed, the phase transitions in dabco perchlor
(dabcoHClO4) and tetrafluoroborate (dabcoHBF4) crystals,
fully confirm this supposition.

The dabcoHClO4 and dabcoHBF4 crystals are
isostructural: they crystallize in the orthorhombic spac
groupPm21n and form colorless plates with the shortes
dimension alongf yg and the longest alongfzg. The
crystals contain chains of hydrogen-bonded dabcoH1

cations, as illustrated in Fig. 1. At room temperatu
the acidic hydrogen atoms are ordered in the N· · · HN1

hydrogen bonds. A high-temperature phase transition h
been observed in dabcoHClO4 at Tc  377.0s5d K and in
dabcoHBF4 at Tc  378.1s5d K (see Fig. 2). Also low-
temperature phase transitions related to conformatio
properties of the dabcoH1 cations, and to triggering of
hindered rotations of the cations and anions about th
pseudo-three-fold axes along the hydrogen-bonded cha
(Fig. 1), have been detected below 200 K. This typ
of molecular dynamics is consistent with the solid-sta
NMR results for the dabco salts [18]. The spontaneo
polarization hysteresis loop and the anomalous increa
in dielectric permittivity (Fig. 3) testify to the ferro-
electric nature of the high-temperature phase transitio
at Tc. Broad precursory effects evident from calor
metric measurements testify to the increasing dynam
© 1999 The American Physical Society
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FIG. 1. Structure of the dabcoHClO4 crystal viewed down
axis f yg. The hydrogen bonds are indicated as dashed lin
and the H atoms as small circles.

disorder of the ions starting from aboutsTc-60d K. The
transition enthalpy is of5.6s4d kJ mol21 and entropy of
14.9s8d J mol21 K21 for dabcoHClO4 and, respectively,
4.4s3d kJ mol21 and11.6s7d J mol21 K21 for dabcoHBF4.
The first-order character of the transitions is apparent fro
the temperature hystereses ofTc of about 2 K, and from
the discontinuities in dielectric permittivities (Fig. 3) or in
thermal expansion of the crystals (Fig. 4).

Above Tc the crystals become tetragonal, as indicat
by the temperature dependence of the unit-cell dimensio
(Fig. 4), and they assume centrosymmetric space gro
P4ymmm. According to the symmetry change the crysta
belong to4ymmm Fmm2species [19,20] and they can b

FIG. 2. Differential thermal analysis signal (the upper curve
and the transition entropy changes for dabcoHBF4.
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FIG. 3. Dielectric permittivity measured in the heated (o) an
cooled (≤) dabcoHBF4 crystal along axisf yg. The inset shows
the ferroelectric hysteresis loop for the same sample at ro
temperature.

FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of the unit-cell dimensio
and molecular volume of dabcoHClO4 (≤) and dabcoHBF4
(o) crystals (the ordinate unit fora and b has been reduced
compared toc, to contain the nearly 1 Å changes ofa andb in
one plot).
577
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classified as proper ferroelectrics and improper ferroela
tics [21], although the dielectric permittivity is relatively
low in the vicinity of Tc both in the para- and fer-
roelectric phases. Thus two ferroelastic states [22] a
formed with domain walls (110) ands11̄0d, referred to the
prototypic phase shown in Fig. 5, and four ferroelectr
domains [23] with two opposite sences of spontaneo
polarization along direction [110], and two alongf11̄0g
(directions [100] and [010], respectively, of the ferroelec
tric phase shown in Figs. 1 and 6). Considerable spo
taneous strain (ayb > 1.11 at 293 K) favors the growth
of single-domain crystals, which was confirmed by x-ra
diffraction. However, cycling throughTc results in the
multidomain structure. The change in´y of the ferroelec-
tric phase after the as-grown sample is heated and coo
through Tc can be ascribed to the formation of the do
mains. In the paraelectric phase of dabcoHClO4, the cen-
tral Cl atom of the anion and the acidic H atoms hav
been located, each in two disordered sites, as illustra
in Fig. 5. Because of the disorder of protons and anion
the chains of hydrogen-bonded cations loose their pola
ization. This result is corroborated by the appearance
a sharp extra line in the solid state1H NMR spectrum
of dabcoHClO4 at 392 K, absent when the protons ar
exchanged by deuterons, which can be assigned to f
transformations of the N· · · HN1 hydrogen bonds [18]. In
the paraelectric phase the ions are located on the fourf

FIG. 5. Disordered structure of the dabcoHClO4 crystal in the
paraelectric phase at 380 K. Partially occupied sites of the
H, O, and Cl atoms and fully occupied sites of the N atom
constitute the model obtained from x-ray diffraction. Axesfzg
of the paraelectric and ferroelectric phases are colinear, wh
fxg andf yg lie at about45± to their counterparts.
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axes, inconsistent with their own symmetries. The cryst
symmetry requirements are satisfied by the orientation
disorders of the cations about the line passing through t
N atoms, and of the anions about one of the bonds. D
namical rotations are observed in dabco salts even bel
200 K [18]. Owing to fluctuations of the potential barri-
ers to the rotations, the sites of the atoms in rotating io
are smeared along the circles perpendicular to the fou
fold axes. We have modeled this type of the structure d
namics with partially occupied atom sites closely locate
around the circles (Fig. 5). This model agrees perfect
with the x-ray diffraction data, gives low reliability factor
wR2 of 0.033 for 148 observed symmetry-independent r
flections, and allowed the hydrogen atoms at all the diso
dered sites of the carbon and nitrogen atoms to be loca
from difference Fourier maps and refined with isotropi
thermal parameters. Disordering of the perchlorate ani
is due to its rotations about the central Cl atom and to i
hopping between two sites 0.543(10) Å apart (Fig. 5).
similar type of ClO2

4 disorder, but without rotations, was
previously observed in another crystal [24]. The differ
ence in the total transition entropy gain, close toR ln 6 for
dabcoHClO4 and toR ln 4 for dabcoHBF4 (R is the gas
constant), indicates that the BF2

4 anions may be disor-
dered to a lesser extent. The displacements of the anio
result in fluctuations of the negative charge along the d
rection of chains, which can activate the proton transfe
through the barrier separating two potential-energy mi
ima and become coupled with the proton hopping in th
N · · · HN1 hydrogen bonds [17]. The proton hopping ca
be further facilitated by strong vibrations of the cation
bumping against each other in the chains and so caus
fluctuations in the height of the potential energy barrie

FIG. 6. View of the dabcoHClO4 structure at 293 K along
the hydrogen-bonded chains. All dabco1 cations are displaced
alongf yg by d respective to the ClO2

4 anions.
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separating the proton sites. On lowering the temperat
of the dabco salts belowTc, the onset of ordering of the
anions and protons alongfzg restores the close packing ar
rangement and the cations and anions displace from th
equidistant sites in the tetragonal phase. This breaks
tetragonal symmetry of the paraphase and results in
spontaneous polarization.

The exceptionally simple structure of the ferroelectr
dabco salts allows their spontaneous polarization to
easily calculated from the displacement of the ions. F
example, the BF2

4 anions and dabcoH1 cations are
displaced by 0.626(1) Å alongf yg at room temperature,
as illustrated in Fig. 6, which gives the spontaneo
polarization of 4.34 mCycm2, identical within error as
the experimental result of4.6s3d mCycm2 (Fig. 3). The
respective values for dabcoHClO4 are 0.6067(7) Å and
4.19 mCycm2. The direction of the spontaneous po
larization in the ferroelectric phase of dabco salts
perpendicular to the chains and to the N· · · HN1 hydrogen
bonds, analogically as in KDP and other KDP-type fe
roelectrics, where spontaneous polarization occurs nea
perpendicular to the OH· · · O hydrogen bonds.

The mechanism leading to the ferroelectricity in th
dabco salts pertains to most materials with bistable hyd
gen bonds and provides new experimental results in th
areas where our understanding of the transformations
hydrogen bonds is lacking. The long-standing controver
concerns the role of the proton disordering in hydrog
bonds [6] and of other structural transformations for th
KDP-type ferroelectric phase transitions [25]. The ab
ity of protons to become disordered in the KDP-type cry
tals has been connected to the O· · · O distance [26]. This
distance is shorter than 2.6 Å in the KDP-type structure
while the N· · · N distance in the dabco homoconjugate
polycations of dabcoHClO4 is 2.841(5), and 2.839(7) Å
in dabcoHBF1

4 at 293 K. This may imply that the H
disordering is a consequence of the dynamics, rotatio
and hopping of the ions much heavier than the proto
Some contribution of the coupling between H sites and t
dynamics of ions was postulated for the KDP-type ferr
electrics [5,7], but it mainly concerns the thermodynamic
behavior of simple molecular crystals, like ices. To o
knowledge the dabco salts are the only structures wh
the H dynamics in hydrogen bonds is clearly coupled
the disorder of the anions. This latter feature resembles
phase transitions in ionic crystals, like NaNO2, where the
ferroelectricity is due to the disorder of the ions only. Th
considerable role of the ionic disordering in the ferroele
tric phase transitions of the dabco salts manifests itself b
negligible negative isotope effect of DyH exchange onTc.
We have determined that the N· · · DN1 hydrogen bonds in
dabcoHClO4 and dabcoHBF4 are longer by about 0.02 Å.
The longer D bonds provide somewhat more space for d
ordering the ions, which counteracts the hindered dyna
ure
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ics of deuterons compared to protons. Thus the eleva
pressures are expected to increaseTc, differently than in
KDP. The mixed transformations, involving disordering
the H atoms coupled with clear disordering and displa
ments of the other structural units, may be characteris
of longer hydrogen bonds, like the N· · · HN1 ones. Simi-
lar molecular-scale transformations are likely to assist
functions of biological systems.
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